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Works on paper from Pinaree Sanpitak’s show “Mats and Pillows and Vessels,” at Tyler Rollins Fine Art.
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TYLER ROLLINS FINE ART
Up on the 10th floor, quietly doing its thing for a decade, this gallery specializes in contemporary art from Southeast Asia and is one of the most reliably interesting spaces in Chelsea. “Mats and Pillows and Vessels,” its current show, features superb works on paper by the Thai artist Pinaree Sanpitak, who uses charcoal, pastel, candle wax and gold leaf to delineate curvaceous forms that could be breasts, bowls or stupas. Some of these dense and alluring drawings recall the best works of Louise Bourgeois — and Ms. Pinaree, like her, also has a strong interest in domesticity. A good third of the gallery has been given over to bamboo and rattan mats gathered from across Thailand, on which gallerygoers can chill out for a spell; just make sure to take off your shoes first. (The artist has also installed a large, undulating canopy in the Brookfield Place winter garden, down in Battery Park.)